
100% of users said they would recommend
an All Purpose Cleaner regimen to
thier friends and family

The Cleaning Services
Industry is over 

100% of users feel Airbiotics product line
is easy to use

$771The avg. American
 household spends

a year on 
cleaning products

$46 Billion 

67% of users reported allergy symptoms
were improved after using Airbiotics

CLEANING
MADE EASY
SO YOU CAN BREATHE EASY
We believe  that a balanced and truly clean indoor
environment is essential to your health and well-being. 
This is why we have developed our life-enhancing product
line that focuses not only on the air we breathe indoors,
but also the surfaces we come in contact with daily.

Our complete product line offers a natural solution that is 
superior to other green products and is a much healthier
alternative to chemical based solutions. Our products create
a noticeably clean and protected indoor environment – one
that is safe, healthy, clean and balanced for you, your loved 
ones and your pets.

Find out more at www.airbioticsusa.comFind out more at www.airbioticsusa.com



Wish you could capture that “Ahh” fresh feeling after cleaning your home and make it last longer?
With Airbiotics, you can! Discover how you can spend less time cleaning and more time enjoying life with the power 
of probiotics. 

Probiotics means “for life” and at Airbiotics, not only do we want to live, we want to live well. We believe everyone 
deserves a life full of health, wellness, joy and positive energy. This is why all Airbiotics products use the power of 
probiotics, a type of healthy bacteria that enhances our quality of life by protecting us from harmful bacteria. Most 
people are familiar with internal probiotics which are plant-based, like that found in yogurt. These probiotics use 
good bacteria to bring your body and digestive system back into balance by attacking bad bacteria that dwell in
your gut. The soil-based probiotics in Airbiotics are formulated to survive externally and have the same
protective qualities!

What causes your indoor environment to become unbalanced? Biofilm…and it is everywhere! On counters, toilets,
faucets, floors, toys and even our skin and sinuses – and harmful bacteria thrive in it. So, for something to be truly 
clean, it must be free of biofilm. Common household cleaners are ineffective at removing biofilm because they kill 
the healthy along with the unhealthy bacteria.

When we clean we usually turn to bleach and disinfectants that contain harsh chemicals and strong fragrances
because we associate clean with how something looks and smells. But oftentimes, fragrances just mask the smell
rather than removing it. 
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Find out more at www.airbioticsusa.com
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Airbiotics products are unlike your everyday cleaners, instead of killing all bacteria,
Airbiotics leaves a protective shield against unhealthy bacteria, preventing it from coming back for up 
to 3 days. Our revolutionary formula, StaBiotics™, stops odors and dirt in its tracks by harnessing the 
natural power of external probiotics. This creates a truly clean indoor environment that is free
of biofilm.

Airbiotics products infuse external probiotics throughout our indoor environments creating an 
ultimate clean that benefits our health.

PUT THE POWER OF PROBIOTICS TO WORK FOR YOU

Find out more at www.airbioticsusa.com
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The results are in! After several case studies
and thousands of happy customers, our line of probiotic 
products has proven to be the best solution available on 
the market. From smelly shoes and stinky sheets to 
dirty floors and pet odors, Airbiotics can handle it all. 
With up to 3 days of probiotic protection, you can
spend more time relaxing while Airbiotics does the 
heavy lifting!

Airbiotics leaves your indoor environments with a true, 
deep clean that you will notice as the quality of your life 
improves. Our effective and economical product line 
will keep you safe whether you’re at home, in the office, 
at the gym or anywhere on the go! 

LESS TIME ON CHORES, MORE TIME RELAXING

Find out more at www.airbioticsusa.com
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Probiotics market size is
projected to reach $52.34

Airbiotics All Purpose Cleaner

Naturally Reduces the amount
of bad microbes on surfaces
for up to 5 days.

Lysol All Purpose Cleaner

Uses harsh chemicals and
only cleans for 3 hours.
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